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Urban Outfitters 

"Youthful & Fashionable Clothing"

Urban Outfitters is the place to go for youthful and fashionable clothing.

There are outfits and accessories for both men and female. The outfits are

trendy and casual, and often have a bohemian style. The store also has a

lot of accessories and furniture, including books, shoes, games and action

figures.

 +1 818 842 7053  www.urbanoutfitters.com/urban/ind

ex.jsp

 330 North San Fernando Boulevard,

Burbank CA
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It's A Wrap 

"Secondhand Celebrity Clothing"

Located just a few miles from the Warner Brothers Studio and Disney

Studios, this unique store offers clothing which was once worn in film and

television—at deeply discounted prices! Take a look at the price tag to see

what show featured the piece and browse through the selection of

clothing from blockbuster movies, popular dramas, and beloved sitcoms.

Most of the clothing was worn by extras, but once in awhile you'll discover

something worn by a star. It's A Wrap sells shoes, dresses, shirts, pants,

lingerie and other accessories. After you buy your outfit make sure to

watch the movie or TV show to see if you can spot your new style on the

screen!

 +1 818 567 7366  itsawraphollywood.com/  movieclothes@aol.com  3315 West Magnolia

Boulevard, Burbank CA
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Audrey K Botique 

Hunt for a pin-up outfit or a perfect retro purse at this colorful boutique

vintage shop in the heart of Magnolia Park. The veritable owner Audrey K

is schooled in the Las Vegas modeling world of yesteryear, and it shows.

There is a clutter-free collection of vintage clothing, hand-sewn garments,

accessories, jewelry, and new items. It’s a great place to find an American-

made dress of quality fabric, a rare reproduction of a vintage clock, or a

unique gift or accessory.

 +1 818 558 1733  www.audreyk.com/  audreykboutique@gmail.co

m

 3414 West Magnolia

Boulevard, Burbank CA
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